entrance. It was nearly noon. The boys in the office, reduced to ten, were
there, and workmen were about. Suddenly with no warning a gigantic jolt
lifted the whole building, threw the boys down sprawling with their
drawing boards. A moment's panic and hell broke loose as the wave
motions began. The structure was literally in convulsions. I was knocked
down by the rush of workmen and my own boys to save their own lives.
It is a mercy there were not more workmen in the roof space beyond, or I
should have been trampled out. As I lay there I could clearly see the
ground swell pass through the construction above as it heaved and groaned
to hideous crushing and grinding noises. Several thunderouscrashes sickened
me, but later these proved to be the falling of five tall chimneys of the old
Imperial, left standing alone by the recent burning of that building.
At the time it seemed as though the banquet hall section, invisible just
behind the work-room, had crashed down.
Only one faithful assistant stayed through this terrible ordeal. Endo-
San, loyal right-bower—white to the teeth—perspiring. Otherwise the
building was utterly deserted. We got up shaking to the knees and went
together out onto the roofs. There across the street were crowds of
frightened workmen. They had thrown down their tools and run for their
lives, even those working in the courts. There they all stood strangely
silent, pasty-faced, shaking. A strange silence too was everywhere over the
city. Soon fires broke out in a dozen places. Bells rang and pandemonium
broke. Women dragging frightened children ran weeping and wailing
along the streets below.
We had just passed through the worst quake in fifty-two years* The
building was undamaged. A transit put on the foundation levels showed
no deviation whatever.
The work had been proved.
Hayashi-San, when reports of the damage to the city and none to the
building came in, burst into tears of gratitude. His life had barely been
worth living for more than a year, so cruel were the suspicions, so harass-
ing the doubts. The year passed. The building was now so nearly complete
there was no longer pressing need for the presence of the architect.
Another wing remained to be finished but it was a duplication of the
one already done and furnished. So I could go home with a good conscience.
My clients, headed by the Baron, were generous, added substantial proof
of appreciation to my fee, and I was *farewelled' first at a champagne
luncheon by the Baron and his directors5 then at a tea house entertainment
by the building organization itself, all with unique expressions of esteem^
finally by the workmen after their no less generous fashion. Witness:
The day of sailing came. To get to my car I had to pass from the rear
through the new building to the front. AH was deserted and I wondered.
Arrived at the entrance courts, there all the workmen were, crowding the
spaces, watching and waiting Already there had been gratifying evidence
of appreciation—I thought—but here was the real thing. This could have
happened nowhere but in Jap^n. Here was the sprit I had tried to com-
pliment and respect in my worL
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